A Rare Tumor of Palatine Tonsils: Chondrolipoma
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Abstract

Chondrolipomas are benign mesenchymal tumors that have two mature tissues simultaneously and emerge as a result of cartilaginous metaplasia in lipomas. They rarely occur in the head and neck area (1%-4%), and occur more frequently in the 60-70 years age group. Although there are cases of the nasopharynx, tongue, lip, and neck reported in the literature, we have been able to find only two cases on tonsils. The case of a 17-year-old male patient, who presented to our clinic complaining of dysphagia and was diagnosed with tonsillar chondrolipoma, is described, along with the radiological, clinical, and immunohistochemical findings, as well as the review of the literature.
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Introduction

Defined by Stout in 1948, chondrolipomas are mesenchymal tumors resulting from cartilaginous metaplasia in lipomas and having two mature tissues simultaneously (1). They may occur anywhere in the body and generally present as slowly growing, solitary, and asymptomatic subcutaneous or superficial lesions. About 20% of chondrolipomas develop in the head and neck region, with only 1%-5% of these neoplasms involving the oral cavity (2).

In this case report, a 17-year-old male patient who presented to our clinic complaining of dysphagia and was diagnosed with tonsillar chondrolipoma is described, along with radiological, clinical, and immunohistochemical findings, as well as the review of the literature.

Case Presentation

A 17-year-old male patient presented to our clinic complaining of dysphagia and a mass growing in the oral cavity for the past one year. An oropharyngeal examination revealed a pedunculated mass with a smooth surface, approximately 3×1 cm in size, arising from the upper pole of the right tonsil and extending toward the midline (Figure 1).

No additional pathology was observed in the otolaryngological examination of the patient. The 17-year-old male patient, who presented to our clinic complaining of dysphagia and was diagnosed with tonsillar chondrolipoma, is described, along with the radiological, clinical, and immunohistochemical findings, as well as the review of the literature.

Discussion

Lipomas are common mesenchymal tumors that constitute approximately 13% of head and neck tumors. Chondrolipoma is a rare form of lipoma, which can be found at any anatomical site. Chondrolipomas can occur almost in any part of the body, particularly in the breast, head and neck con-
Connective tissue, and skeletal muscles. They are quite uncommon in the oral cavity (3). Because there are a limited number of cases reported in the literature, we still do not have sufficient evidence regarding many clinical and histopathological characteristics of chondrolipomas, which should be considered in differential diagnosis.

To the best of our knowledge, there are only two articles where chondrolipoma in tonsils has been reported in the literature so far (3, 4). Halaas et al. (4) reported the first case who underwent a surgical excision because of a mass that was arising from posterior tonsillar pillar. The other case reported in the literature was a 13-year-old male patient who complained of sore throat, aphonia, and respiratory difficulties that lasted for four days. Physical examination revealed a pedunculated mass of 4×2×2-cm, on the left tonsil, narrowing the airway (3). Tonsillectomy was chosen as the treatment option in this case, whereas in our case, the mass was dissected from the tonsillar tissue and removed completely. As the patient was without any history of tonsillar hypertrophy and chronic tonsillitis, we did not perform tonsillectomy, because the intraoperative frozen examination was reported to be benign. In the postoperative period, the patient did not have any complaints or recurrence during one year of follow-up. For tonsillar lipoma cases, it was reported that excision of the mass would be sufficient, with no need for a tonsillectomy (5). Although there are a limited number of publications in the literature, no malignant transformation has been reported so far (3).

Benign tumors occur in the palatine tonsil more frequently than malignant tumors do. In the differential diagnosis of benign masses in
tonsils, the following should be considered: juvenile angiofibroma, fibroepithelial polyp, arteriovenous malformation, lymphangiectasia, squamous papilloma, hamartoma, inclusion cyst, lipoma, and fibroma (6, 7). In the differential diagnosis, radiological scanning might be beneficial; however, the disease does not have a specific radiological appearance. Chondrolipomas can only be differentiated histopathologically from other pathologies because the radiological and physical characteristics are similar with other masses (8).

Variants of lipoma are histologically different from ordinary lipoma by characteristic microscopic features and specific clinical appearance. Primary variants of lipoma can be listed as angiolipoma, myxolipoma, fibrolipoma, angiomylipoma, myelolipoma, chondroid lipoma, chondrolipoma, fusiform cell, and pleomorphic lipoma. Chondrolipomas are characterized by presence of mature cartilage and proliferation of mature adipocytes. These variants are described as unencapsulated soft tissue neoplasms composed of two or more unrelated mature mesenchymal tissues (2). In chondrolipoma, there are mature adipocytes between the mature cartilage regions and in chondroid lipoma, which is often mistaken for chondrolipoma, there are cells like lipoblasts containing multiple vacuoles in the myxohyaline and chondroid matrix. Chondroid lipoma shows features of both lipoma and hibernoma; it is also known as lipoma of immature fat, lipoma of the embryonic fat, or fetal lipoma (4). Also, chondrolipoma should be differentiated from skeletal chondroma. The chondroid component of chondrolipoma is focal and lacks any lobular arrangement. Skeletal chondroma occurs in deep submucosal areas and is characterized by a higher rate of cartilaginous tissue arranged in distinct lobular pattern (2). The role of factors such as Sox-9, RUNX-2, TGF-β, and the bone morphogenic protein in chondrogenic potential of lipomas has been discussed. The pluripotentiality of stem cells of adipose origin and preferential expression and interplay of pro-chondrogenic molecules, either through some genetic alteration or environmental factors, are responsible for chondrogenesis in these lesions (2).

**Conclusion**

To the best of our knowledge, there are only two cases of chondrolipoma in palatine tonsils reported in the literature. Because we still do not have sufficient information about the histopathology and clinical aspects of palatine tonsil chondrolipoma, we consider it a rare tumor that should be considered in the differential diagnosis of benign tumors of the palatine tonsils.
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